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**recipes broken down per bouquet/centerpiece 

 1 Large Bridal Bouquet: 5 yellow ranunculus, 5 white lisianthus, 3-55 cream 
spray roses, 5-7 Vendella roses, 3 white carnations, 4-6 soft yellow stock, 
sprigs of seeded euc and nagi. 

 6-7 Bridesmaid Bouquets: 2-3 yellow ranunculus, 2-3 white lisianthus, 2 
cream spray roses, 3 Vendella roses, 2-3 white carnations, 2-3 soft yellow 
stock, sprigs of seeded euc and nagi 

 Bouts or Corsages:  I average 1-2 spray rose buds per bout, and 3 buds per 
corsage.  Add sprigs of cushion pom and your favorite greenery, and save a 
ranunculus for the groom’s bout! 

 2 Large Ceremony Urns or 2 Large Foam Cages for Arch:  1/2 salal, 1 nagi, 1 
silver dollar, 13 Vendella roses, 10 yellow stock, 5 yellow solidago per urn 
or foam cage 

 10 Centerpieces with 5-6'' Vase Diameter: 2-3 white carnations, 3 soft 
yellow stock, 2-3 vendella roses, 3 yellow ranunculus, sprigs of seeded, nagi 
and salal 

 25-30 Mason Jar or 3'' Vase:  1 white carnation, 1 soft yellow stock,1 
vendella roses, 1 yellow ranunculus, sprigs of seeded, nagi and salal 

 60-70 Budvases:  Each one will look different.  I average 2-3 blooms per bud 
vase and a sprig of green.  These are the flower allotted for 
budvases:  25 white carnations, 30 stems soft yellow stock,25 Vendela 
roses, 30 yellow ranunculus, 2 bunches of seeded euc, 2 bunches of nagi, 1 
bunch of salal tips 
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SPECIAL FLOWER CARE NOTES FOR ITEMS SPECIFIC TO THIS PACKAGE:  
 

 Roses and Lisianthus:  Reflexing your roses and lisianthus is a baller florist 
move!  Not only does it create visual interest, it makes your product larger, 
getting you more bang for your buck!  I do this right before I pull the flower 
into a design. 
 

 Ranunculus:  Have 22 gauge straight floral wire on hand in case they are 
heavily curved and bending under their own weight.  We have a Youtube 
video on how to do this! 
 

 Carnations:  Sometimes these guys can come in closed, but with carnations, 
you can easily use thumbs to push or ‘mash’ them open.  They are 
extremely tough and hardy, and the only flower you can manhandle in that 
way.   
 

 Bug Nibbles:  Remember that you are working with unprocessed greenery, 
so you may find some leaves that have been munched.  Just snip those 
away!  Nibbles are typically found on seeded euc and salal predominately 

 


